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The Strategy Unit and partners have 

supported Dudley in multiple ways

What follows is a high-level set 

of reflections based on this
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We have produced a microsite to share more detailed 

learning from the Vanguard experience

www.strategyunitwm.nhs.uk/dudley-mcp 

Or search ‘Dudley MCP Strategy Unit’ 



Establishing Dudley’s MCP has been a complex process. 

But it can be boiled down to efforts on two fronts:

1: Components of Care; Culture

2: Commissioning and 

Contracts

MCP



Setting up new components of 

care has generally gone well; 

consistency is now the key

All backed by (lots of) work to generate shared understanding 

/ culture. The most powerful mechanism for change? 
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Contracting for the MCP is on-

going (and difficult) work

• Not a simple procurement. Scale and complexity given role of primary 

care 

• Necessitated changes in CCG structure and roles (performed well)

• Also significant efforts to support primary care to chose its partners 

• Heavy requirements on providers:

o Form new organisation

o Design new clinical / operating models

o Realise potential of MCP model – detailed analysis and strategy 

o Set new culture / get to know each other(!)

o Stretching timetable   



What does Dudley’s example say: for new care models; 

large-scale efforts to establish integrated care; policy?   

National programme theory: ‘set up, test, replicate’. Dudley is 

very high performing in many ways. What to replicate? 

Essential. Needs licence and space, backed by disciplines –

especially around evaluation and ‘Scale Vs Stop’ decisions

Where will the MCP really come to life? Multi-disciplinary local 

working, where (currently separate) teams take responsibility 

for local populations / areas  

Treat large-scale procurement as a weapon of last resort 

Weapon of first choice! The MCP must work as a changed set 

of relationships between staff, as a way of engaging with 

patients and the public. Dudley’s approach here has been 

instructive
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Many thanks for listening

fraser.battye@nhs.net

07736 471057


